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This cat is simple, welcoming
and the price is sensational…
It should therefore be very 
successful! 

The exercise wasn’t simple: 
the ‘new addition’ had to fit into 
a stylistic harmony coherent with
the brand label; must not to be 
left behind in the ‘interior space
race’, whilst remaining safe and
seaworthy! The challenge was
taken up by a multidisciplinary
team: Olivier Flahaut for the design,

Michel Joubert and Bernard Nivelt
for the chassis and the underwater
lines. The Mahé’s silhouette is
pleasing and the proportions are
well-balanced; the clever design of
the windscreen and the hull 
portholes reduces the perception
of the height of both the cabin roof
and the freeboard. 
This catamaran has a pleasant,
determined look. 

CONSTRUCTION
ARCHITECTURE

Industrial construction methods
are now used intensively at
Fountaine Pajot. 
Thus the Mahé advances along 
a single assembly line, which 
includes: the plastic phase, the
fitting of the accommodation, and
that of the deck. 
The chassis is built using lamina-
tion by infusion, the cabin roof by
injection. 
The build quality is good, but is still
made up of numerous added modu-
les; the assembly of certain of them
could be more carefully carried out
(bottom of the sugar scoops). 
The hulls offer large internal 
volumes without being too heavily
penalised by their wetted surface
area, thanks to the progressive 
longitudinal ‘step’ running along
the hull about twenty centimetres
above the waterline. Unladen, this
formula will be worthwhile, but
beware of overloading the boat,
especially as the nacelle is not very
high above the water. 
Its spatula-shaped front surface
will nevertheless allow the most
dynamic impacts to be attenuated. 

DECK PLAN AND
ACCOMMODATION

These are obviously the boat’s
strong points. Real sugar scoops
offer good accessibility aboard
and lead to the hatches opening
into the voluminous engine bays:
maintenance of the mechanics 
and the steering transmissions 
will be made easier by this excel-
lent set-up. 
The cockpit space has been made
safe by a double row of guardwires
with pelican hooks, and movement
around this strategic area has
been well thought out: you do not
hit your head on the bimini, access
to the steering positions and 
the control lines is rational, the 
sitting positions (aft crossbeam
and exterior saloon) are comforta-
ble. The ergonomics of the side
decks and the mast foot area allow

(10 – 20 knots from the north) with
which the Mahé had a field day. As
the boat was brand new, we ran the
engines in gear for an hour whilst
still tied up, the pretext for an in-
depth visit to the lockers and a posi-
tive appreciation of the installations
(electric wiring, steering transmis-
sion by push-pull cables, rods and
steering segments,…). 
Leaving the quay with the basic
engines was child’s play, there is
sufficient power and torque and
manoeuvrability is excellent. 
We had the standard fixed propel-
lers; the choice of two-bladed or
better still three-bladed folding 
propellers (optional) is essential 
to reduce drag. 
The motor function and speed on
the water are satisfactory, but the
sound insulation and vibration 
damping could be improved (by sim-
ple means: insulating foam and
engine mounting optimisation).
Despite the absence of a lazy-jack

retractor, we
easily

hoisted the 47m2 mainsail with its
low-friction sliders on rails, then a
beautiful yellow spinnaker (fairly
full, not very tolerant tri-radial) and 
headed directly towards Marseille,
from Gruissan. 
The choice of bringing the control
lines together on the starboard side
of the cabin roof is right; the genoa
area (30m2) allows the sheet to 
be changed during tacking on 
the single winch dedicated to 
the headsails. 
The operation of the mainsail 
traveller is so smooth it can be
adjusted by hand; reefing is quick
despite having to pass the tape
through the luff eyelet at the 
mast foot. 
The boat slips along in a linear
way; the wakes are clean 
despite the boat’s natural 
tendency to sit on its sugar
scoops as it sails down the
waves – a steep slope would be
needed for it to start planing.
This broad reach was pleasant

and the wind was pushing us

safe movement and interventions.
The deck plan is simplified, but
works perfectly, with the basic 
suit of sails. 
If you use a gennaker you would
have to fit a winch and a 
jammer to port (available as an
option). As for the accommodation,
the Mahé plays its master card in
the nacelle: without obviously
becoming too large, the cabin roof
offers a volume comparable to that
of a 42-footer in the 90s! 
The atmosphere is convivial and
the decorative choices in good
taste. The galley and saloon can
accommodate 4 – 6 people without
effort. The aft cabins are the same:
well-lit and ventilated, spacious
and private. 
The completely moulded ‘bathroom’
(shower and heads) is a model of its
type; certain 50-footers do not have
the equivalent. This catamaran is
available in owner’s two-cabin or
three-cabin versions. 

SEA TEST

Finding a manageable wea-
ther window in March
was not easy, but bet-
ween two 45-knot
‘Pamperos’, the
Mediterranean
rewarded us a
good window
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The steering position is very well designed
and allows all the manoeuvres to be carried
out whilst remaining well-protected…

An 11-metre catamaran capable 
of swallowing up the miles at a 
good speed… 

Comfortable both at sea and 
at anchor, the Mahé 36 is a 
successful boat! 

PRESENTATION, SILHOUETTE

MAHÉ 36’MAHÉ 36’

An 11-metre catamaran 
which has everything 
a big one has… 

DESPITE THE CONSTANT GROWTH IN THE AVERAGE SIZE OF CRUISING
CATAMARANS, FOUNTAINE PAJOT HAS ALWAYS KEPT SOME SMALL, ‘FAMILY’
MODELS AMONGST THEIR RANGE: THE LOUISIANE CREATED THE TREND IN
FRANCE, THEN IT WAS SUCCEEDED BY THE MALDIVES, THE ANTIGUA AND
THE TOBAGO. THE ‘ARCHIPELAGO’ OF REASONABLY-SIZED BOATS IS NOW
ENLARGED WITH THE MAHÉ 36’. WE TOOK ADVANTAGE OF THE LAUNCH OF
ONE OF THE FIRST MODELS DELIVERED IN THE MEDITERRANEAN FOR A 
100-MILE TEST. 
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The cabins are well-lit and 
ventilated, spacious, and private…

along at 8 – 9 knots, until sunset,
when the wind backed and 
we continued with the wind on 
the beam. 
Later, the choppy approaches to
the Rhone reminded us that the
height of the nacelle is that of a 
35-footer and there will be a limit
when sailing to windward in 
rough seas. 
The very discrete Furuno autopilot
does a remarkable job; directional

stability is guaranteed, but the
steering wheel diameter is not 
very suitable for manual steering 
at sea. 
During the night, the wind backed
progressively; wind on the beam, a
close reach then close-hauled allo-
wed us see how the boat felt on
each point of sailing. 
To my amazement, the coast 
slipped by quickly, and without

The interior is cosy, pleasant and
convivial.  

The anchoring equipment is easily
accessible.

Our test boat was 
brand new before 
we left… 

The volume of the engine bays is
impressive: maintenance of the
mechanics and the steering transmis-
sion will be made much easier…

The accommodation
is impressive; 

certain 50-footers do not have
the equivalent… 

”
“

The cockpit too is welcoming and you
will immediately feel relaxed in it. 

Technical
Specifications

exceeding 11.5 knots, we
covered 106 miles in 13
hours, an average of
nearly 8 knots!

CONCLUSION

This model is already 
successful in the charter
fleets, as it is well-suited to
this demanding activity: it is a ‘star-
ter’ multihull, simple and welco-
ming, whose operating and mainte-
nance costs remain limited. It is
compact 
and comfortable. 
These qualities will attract owners
who will have to take into account
the programme’s limits and enjoy
the Mahé on coastal and semi-
offshore cruises, without getting it
into difficulties in sea conditions
which are too rough for it. 
To enjoy this catamaran to the full, I
suggest you economise on the
options (electronics, davits, bimini,
…) and opt for a gennaker and its
boom and a watermaker, which will
improve performance.

THE COMPETITORS

• General cruising pleasure

• Volumes and atmosphere

• Simple to use

• A few noises from the assemblies 
and the accommodation when sailing.
• Wheel diameter
• Engine sound insulation could be improved

THE MINUSES

THE PLUSSES

The coast slipped 
by quickly, and without 
exceeding 11.5 knots,
we covered 106 miles i
n 13 hours, an average

of nearly 8 knots… ”

“
Architects: Michel Joubert

Bernard Nivelt
Designer: Olivier Flahaut
Builder: Fountaine-Pajot
Length: 11 m
Beam: 5.90 m
Draft: 1.1 m
Weight: 5t unladen/6.5t with max. load
Mainsail area: 47m2
Genoa area: 30m2
Engines: 2 x 20hp / 2 x 30hp as an

option
Propellers: two-bladed, fixed
Diesel: 200 l
Water: 270 l
Basic price inc. VAT:
- Duo (2 cabins + 2 shower/heads) 
216,984 euros inc. VAT / 181,425 euros exc. VAT
- Trio (3 cabins + 1 large shower/heads)
212,080 euros inc. VAT / 177,325 euros Exc. VAT
Price of the version tested: 
244,000 euros inc. VAT / 204,000 euros exc. VAT

Architect:
Builder:
Length:
Beam: 

Weight: 
Sail area: 

Price inc. VAT:

Edel/Langevin
Indigo Yachts

10,89 m
6,05 m
3,5 t

70 m2
205 000 euros

AVENTURA 36'
OPEN

Lelièvre/Vigner
Lagoon
11,78 m
6,67 m
5,7 t

73 m2
218 000 euros

EDEL 38'

VP/LP
Lagoon
11,55 m
6,53 m
7,3 t

77 m2
215 000 euros

LAGOON 380

Naval F3
Naval F3

11 m
6 m
3,5 t

65 m2
240 000 euros

PIANA 37'

Broadblue
Broadblue
11,78 m
5,98 m

7 t
68 m2

269 000 euros

BROADBLUE 385

CRUISING: ***
SPORT: **

Real sugar scoops provide good accessibility
aboard - a plus on a catamaran ‘only’ 
36 feet long. 
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